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Despite extensive evidence of the possible interactions between multisensory signals, it remains unclear at
what level of sensory processing these interactions take place. When two identical auditory beeps (inducers)
are presented in quick succession accompanied by a single visual flash, observers often report seeing two
visual flashes, rather than the physical one — the double flash illusion. This compelling illusion has often
been considered to reflect direct interactions between neural activations in different primary sensory
cortices. Against this simple account, here we show that by simply changing the inducer signals between
featurally distinct signals (e.g. high- and low-pitch beeps) the illusory double flash is abolished. This result
suggests that a critical component underlying the illusion is perceptual grouping of the inducer signals,
consistent with the notion that multisensory combination is preceded by determination of whether the
relevant signals share a common source of origin.

T
he cross-modal double flash illusion (DFI; often referred to as the sound induced flash illusion) occurs when
two brief auditory or tactile events (inducers) are presented in quick succession (,,120 ms) accompanied
by a single visual flash (target). Under these conditions, observers are inclined to report that two, rather than

one, visual flashes had occurred1,2. This compelling illusion had a huge impact on subsequent multisensory
research as it appeared to provide clear behavioural evidence of the strong direct interactions possible between
primary sensory cortices. A simple neural account of the illusion implies that activation of auditory cortex in near
temporal synchrony with visual cortex activation produces non-veridical visual cortex activation for an illusory
additional flash3–6. This co-activation may be facilitated by direct neural projections between different sensory
cortices (see7 for review). According to this view, the critical stimulus parameters of the illusion are temporal
proximity and the number of events of target and inducer.

Proposals regarding the computational structure underlying the DFI suggest that the illusion results from
statistically optimal combination of inconsistent cross-modal signals8,9. When estimating the numerosity of visual
multi-sensory signals, the brain gives a larger weighting to the modality that is more precise (a general quality
shared with psychological accounts such as the modality appropriateness hypothesis10,11). As auditory perception
is typically more precise than visual perception in the temporal domain, this process will often result in auditory
dominance over vision when two auditory pips and one flash are combined.

In this study, we were interested in whether these apparently simple characterisations of the DFI are true. To
address this issue, we wanted to further examine what types of sensory information contribute to the illusory flash
percept. It has previously been demonstrated that the temporal relationship between signals is critical1. Other
studies provide mixed results regarding the contribution of spatial relation12,13. Despite the fact that apparently
equivalent phenomena have been demonstrated using many different combinations of sensory events, in all cases
the inducer signals consist of repeating, featurally identical, signals from the same sensory modality as one
another (e.g. visual target/tactile inducers9,14; visual target and inducers13,15,16; audio/visual with the roles
reversed11; or audio inducers and tactile targets17,18). To date, no investigation has examined the role of featural
relation between the inducer signals.

The results of a recent study19 indicate the importance of featural relation among cross-modal signals in
determining visual perception. That study examined the effect of a sequence of cross-modal events (auditory
or tactile) on perception of a directionally ambiguous visual apparent motion sequence. As with the DFI, for this
phenomenon both temporal20,21 and spatial relation22–26 had previously been demonstrated to contribute. The
results demonstrated that organisation of the cross-modal event sequence on the basis of featural similarity alone
could determine visual apparent motion perception. Featural similarity was manipulated both between sensory
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modalities (auditory and tactile) and within a single sensory modality
(pure tone and broadband noise auditory signals). In both cases,
visual perception was determined by featural similarity among the
cross-modal events. On the basis of these results, it was suggested
that the role of the cross-modal event sequence may be to segment
the visual event sequence into pairs determined by the apparent
segmentation of the non-visual event sequence by featural
(dis)similarity.

While the DFI concerns apparent visual numerosity rather than
visual motion direction, it is possible that the role of the non-visual
cues is similar in both cases – to disambiguate ambiguous visual
perception. Consequently, it may be reasonable to predict that manip-
ulations of featural similarity such as those used in the above cited
study may also contribute in situations that typically induce the DFI.

Results
Is the featural similarity of inducer signals critical to the double
flash illusion? To examine whether featural similarity of inducer
signals is critical to the DFI, we used a stimulus similar to that
typically used. Given that both auditory and tactile signals have
separately been demonstrated to be effective in eliciting a DFI, in
Experiment 1 we used different combinations of tactile and auditory
events. As shown in Figure 1, there could be one or two visual events.
These events could be accompanied by either one or two cross-modal
events (auditory or tactile). When two cross-modal events were
present, they could consist of either the same signal repeating
twice (the same as previous DFI demonstrations; condition Same),
or could switch between the two signal types (i.e. the first cross-
modal signal could be auditory while the second would be tactile
or the reverse relationship; condition Different). When two visual
events were presented, their onsets were separated by 100 ms (see
Methods for extensive experimental details). If the featural similarity
of inducer signals is critical to the DFI, when the inducer signals are

Different we would predict that the DFI is reduced compared with
when they are the Same.

Shown in Figure 2A is the average number of visual flashes reported
by five naı̈ve participants and one author (WR). The critical condi-
tions are those containing only a single visual flash. The single flash
can be accompanied by one or two cross-modal inducer events. The
DFI is typically revealed when there are two cross-modal events, and a
single visual flash. This condition is outlined by a broken red line in
Figure 2 for emphasis. Comparisons of the different signal types
showed no difference in reports for any condition between the aud-
itory and tactile inducers, or the different directions of alternation (i.e.
tactile first followed by auditory or the reverse; results not shown) and
so the presented data is in each case collapsed across these conditions.

To test whether similarity between inducer events is critical to the
DFI, we conducted Friedman’s analysis of variance by rank compar-
ing reports in the six different conditions (Shapiro-Wilk tests showed
that data in some conditions was not normally distributed: 1 flash/1
cross-modal, p 5 0.57; 1 flash/2 cross-modal Same, p 5 0.1; 1 flash/2
cross-modal Different, p 5 0.27; 2 flash/1 cross-modal, p 5 0.19; 2
flash/2 cross-modal Same, p 5 0.03; 2 flash/2 cross-modal Different,
p 5 0.06). This analysis revealed a significant difference among these
conditions (x2

5 5 26.15, p , 0.01). Directly addressing the DFI, and
the role of similarity between the cross-modal inducer events, com-
parisons revealed that when a single visual flash is accompanied by a
pair of identical cross-modal events participants reported more
flashes (1 flash/2 cross-modal Same 5 1.66 1/2 0.14) than when
the flash is accompanied by a single cross-modal event (1 flash/1
cross-modal 5 1.09 1/2 0.02; t5 5 4.34, p , 0.01, Cohen’s d 5
2.23; paired samples). This result is consistent with previous
reports1,2. However, the number of reported flashes in the Same
cross-modal inducer condition was also significantly greater than
when the two cross-modal inducers were different (i.e. one was tactile
and one was auditory noise; 1 flash/2 cross-modal Different 5 1.13
1/2 0.05; t5 5 4.36, p , 0.01, Cohen’s d 5 2.04; paired samples). An

Figure 1 | Depiction of the stimulus used in Experiment 1. Each trial presentation began with a pseudo-random period of up to 600 ms where only the

fixation cross was presented. The visual stimulus was a white disc presented for 10 ms. There could be either one or two visual presentations. There could

also be either one or two cross-modal events (inducers). These could be auditory or tactile signals. When there were two cross-modal events, they could

both be the same signal type (Same), or one could be auditory and the other tactile (Different). When there was only one visual and one cross-modal event,

they could be synchronous, or the cross-modal event could lead or trail the visual event by 100 ms. When there was one visual event and two cross-modal

events, the visual event could be synchronous with either the first or second cross-modal event. When there were two visual and two cross-modal

presentations they were always presented as two successive synchronous visual/cross-modal pairs separated by 100 ms.
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additional comparison confirmed that the number of reported
flashes when the cross-modal inducers were different was also not
significantly different from that when only a single cross-modal
event was presented (t5 5 0.91, p 5 0.41; paired samples). See
Supplemental Materials for an additional experiment, Supplemen-
tal Experiment 1, using different timing conditions.

Feature or sensory modality based? The results of Experiment 1
suggest that similarity between sequential inducer events is critical to
inducing the DFI. When the cross-modal inducer signals did not
match (Different cross-modal signal conditions), the DFI was
completely abolished. However, in the Different cross-modal signal
conditions, the switch in signal types was between sensory moda-
lities, from audition to tactile (or vice versa). This leaves the
possibility of several alternative explanations rather than the
simple effect of featural similarity of the inducer events. First, it
may be that switching between the two sensory modalities contains
some additional attentional cost that may prevent determination of
the relationship between the different events. Alternatively, the
obtained result is largely consistent with what is expected under a
statistically optimal combination of the three events. When the
inducer events differ, there is only a single event presented in each
sensory modality. Combination across the three modalities would
indicate the presence of only a single tri-modally presented event (i.e.
(1 1 1 1 1)/3 5 1). This outcome has previously been reported for
stimulus arrangements using slightly different temporal properties9.
To investigate these alternative possibilities, we examined two
scenarios in which the inducer signal changed though remained
within the same modality (audition). If a similar pattern of results
are found when both inducer signals are presented from the same
sensory modality but differ in feature, it would suggest that featural
similarity of inducer events, rather than any explanation related to a
switch between sensory modalities, is critical to the DFI.

In Experiment 2 all auditory signals consisted of a 10 ms pulse. We
examined two different auditory signal combinations: a pure-tone
and auditory noise signal combination and a 300 Hz and 3500 Hz
pure tone combination. Different stimulus combinations were used
in different blocks of trials. As shown in Figure 2B–C, the different
auditory inducer combinations provided results similar to those
found for auditory and tactile signal combinations. We conducted
analyses similar to those described in Experiment 1 for each of the
Pure-tone/auditory noise (PN), and 300 Hz/3500 Hz (PP) auditory
signal combinations. Shapiro-Wilk tests again showed that data from
some of these conditions was not normally distributed (1 flash/1
cross-modalPN, p 5 0.57; 1 flash/2 cross-modal SamePN, p 5 0.08;
1 flash/2 cross-modal DifferentPN, p 5 0.56; 2 flash/1 cross-modalPN,

p 5 0.03; 2 flash/2 cross-modal SamePN, p 5 0.04; 2 flash/2 cross-
modal DifferentPN, p 5 0.01; 1 flash/1 cross-modalPP, p 5 0.73; 1
flash/2 cross-modal SamePP, p 5 0.34; 1 flash/2 cross-modal
DifferentPP, p 5 0.98; 2 flash/1 cross-modalPP, p 5 0.07; 2 flash/2
cross-modal SamePP, p 5 0.20; 2 flash/2 cross-modal DifferentPP, p
5 0.35). Friedman’s analysis of variance by rank revealed a signifi-
cant difference among the Pure-tone/auditory noise conditions (x2

5

5 24.76, p , 0.01). A repeated measures analysis of variance also
revealed significant differences among the 300 Hz/3500 Hz condi-
tions (F(1.14,5.69) 5 19.43, p , 0.01, partial g2 5 0.8; Greenhouse-
Geisser correction for violation of sphericity). Contrasts regarding
our hypothesis that inducer event similarity is important to the DFI
revealed an identical pattern of results as those reported in
Experiment 1. A strong DFI was found when the cross-modal indu-
cers were the same type, for both the pure-tone/auditory noise signals
(1 flash/1 cross-modalPN 5 1.05 1/2 0.02; 1 flash/2 cross-modal
SamePN 5 1.62 1/2 0.16; t5 5 3.72, p 5 0.01, Cohen’s d 5 2.07;
paired samples) and 300 Hz/3500 Hz pure-tone combinations (1
flash/1 cross-modalPP 5 1.06 1/2 0.01; 1 flash/2 cross-modal
SamePP 5 1.58 1/2 0.15; t5 5 3.72, p 5 0.01, Cohen’s d 5 1.99;
paired samples). Furthermore, comparing the number of reported
flashes when there was 1 visual flash and 2 cross-modal inducers we
found that for both the pure-tone/auditory noise and the 300 Hz/
3500 Hz pure-tone combinations the number of reported flashes was
significantly reduced when the two cross-modal events were differ-
ent, compared to when they were the same (pure-tone/auditory
noise; t5 5 3.55, p 5 0.02, Cohen’s d 5 1.86; 300 Hz/3500 Hz
pure-tones; t5 5 3.58, p 5 0.02, Cohen’s d 5 1.78; paired samples).
Finally, when the two cross-modal inducers were different (i.e. one
was pure-tone and one was auditory noise) the number of reported
flashes did not differ from that in the single cross-modal presentation
for either the pure-tone/auditory noise signals (1 flash/2 cross-modal
DifferentPN 5 1.1 1/2 0.03; t5 5 1.39, p 5 0.22; paired samples) or
the 300 Hz/3500 Hz pure-tone signals (1 flash/2 cross-modal
DifferentPP 5 1.06 1/2 0.01; t5 5 2.39, p 5 0.06; paired samples).

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine whether featural similar-
ity between inducer signals was critical to the DFI. In the first experi-
ment, we established that when the signal type of the two cross-modal
inducers alternated between different sensory modalities, the DFI was
abolished. In the second experiment we confirmed that equivalent
effects also occurred when the two cross-modal signals originated
from the same sensory modality but differed in feature (pure-tone
and auditory noise or high and low frequency pure-tones; see also
Supplemental Experiment 1 for data obtained under different timing

Figure 2 | (A–C) Bar plots depicting the mean number of reported flashes in Experiment 1 and 2 for six participants. (A) Data from Experiment 1 where

a Tactile/Auditory Noise stimulus combination was used. (B–C) Data from Experiment 2 where Pure-tone/Auditory Noise and 300 Hz/3500 Hz Tone

combinations were used. In all cases there could be either one or two visual flashes that could be accompanied by one or two cross-modal events. When

two cross-modal events were presented, they could be either the same (e.g. both auditory or both tactile) or different signals (e.g. tactile synchronous with

first visual flash and auditory noise synchronous with second or vice versa). For each stimulus combination the data outlined in the broken red line

indicates the condition under which the DFI is typically obtained. Regardless of stimulus combination, a strong DFI was found when the two cross-modal

events were the same, though was abolished when they were different. Error bars indicate 1/2 standard error of the mean.
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conditions). These results support the idea that featural similarity
among inducer signals contributes critically to the DFI.

An interesting aspect to note regarding the stimuli used in this
study is that, especially for the stimulus in which the two auditory
signals were both pure-tones but differed in pitch, the stimulus
manipulations were similar to those used in studies of perceptual
organisation in the context of auditory streaming (grouping).
Many factors, including the influence of top-down processes such
as attention27, have been demonstrated to contribute to the likelihood
that a sequence of auditory events is perceived as a single continuous
sequence or segregated into multiple perceptual streams (see28 for
recent review). However, one of the strongest cues to stream segrega-
tion is the basic stimulus properties. When using pure-tone auditory
stimuli, increasing differences in the temporal frequency (pitch) pro-
duce clear stream segregation effects29. There is also evidence to
suggest this is may be true even in single presentation stimuli, similar
to that used in the present study30. Consequently, we believe that the
effect of switching between feaurally different inducer events may be
to change the basic perceptual organisation within the non-visual
event stream in a conceptually similar fashion to that often described
by studies of perceptual grouping in the auditory domain (or indeed
perceptual grouping phenomena in vision such as visual apparent
motion; see31–33). This speculative interpretation is consistent with
the results of a recent study mentioned in the Introduction19 and
suggests that perceptual grouping among the inducer signals affects
how those signals are combined with the visual signal(s) and thus the
generation of the DFI.

The above proposal is also broadly consistent with the hierarchy of
multisensory processing previously suggested in different contexts.
Several studies have demonstrated that determination of within-
modal perceptual grouping is critical to determination of the overall
multisensory percept (e.g.34–39). This kind of processing hierarchy
seems appropriate given that accurate estimation of cross-modal
(or cross-attribute within a single sensory modality) relationships
is impossible at much larger temporal offsets than those that are
resolvable by the uni-modal mechanisms40–42. It also provides an
interesting problem for existing proposals regarding the possible
process underlying the DFI.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the DFI is well described by a
statistically optimal combination strategy8,9. The optimal combination
process has previously been placed within a broader hierarchy of
causal inference processing43,44. In this hierarchy, optimal combina-
tion occurs between signals that are determined to have a common
source of origin. Previously it has been shown that spatial proximity
between cross-modal signals is a useful indicator for such source
determination43. Based on the results presented in this study, we
suggest that featural (dis)similarity of signals within a within-modal
stimulus sequence is also a critical part of the source determination
process. As mentioned above, this proposal is consistent with the long
established literature on source segregation within the auditory mod-
ality (see28). Regarding the DFI in particular, the results presented
here suggest that the simple computational structure previously sug-
gested for the DFI8,9 is insufficient for an accurate depiction of the
phenomenon. For the DFI to occur, a pair of auditory (or tactile)
stimuli should be perceived as coming from a common source of
origin, to which the visual stimulus also belongs. Under these condi-
tions, the observer combines the two auditory signals with one visual
signal, resulting in the DFI. However, if the two auditory stimuli are
perceived as coming from different sources, the observer combines
the visual stimulus with only one of the auditory stimuli and no DFI
results. Therefore, computational accounts of the DFI require an
additional level of complexity in that source determination has to
be accomplished prior to the optimal combination process, as has
been shown to be true for multisensory spatial localisation43 and
has been suggested to be true of perceptual combination processes
in general (see44 for review). Our results demonstrate that this source

determination occurs within-modally and can be accomplished using
basic featural cues such as auditory pitch.

A final point of interest is whether after combination of the multi-
sensory signals, the multisensory representation can feed back into
the lower levels of uni-sensory representation. Some neurophysiolo-
gical data supports the idea that neural regions often associated with
general multisensory processing3,4 and mechanisms of selective
attention45 may be critical to the DFI and that low level visual repre-
sentations may be modulated in the presence of the illusion3–6. The
existence of some kind of feedback system may also be supported by
behavioural results. For example, it has been demonstrated that while
the DFI is partially attributable to simple changes in decisional cri-
terion, there also appears to be some change in visual sensitivity
associated with the presence of the illusory flash46.These results pro-
vide some evidence to support the notion that the final combined
multisensory representation may play a role in determination of the
lower level representations through feedback, though this issue cer-
tainly remains a matter of debate.

In this study we manipulated the relationship among inducer
signals by changing the apparent featural correspondence. The
results of previous studies2,16 indicate that manipulations of temporal
proximity are also effective in decreasing the apparent correspond-
ence between inducers, while spatial correspondence may also be an
effective cue13 (though see also12). The DFI has previously been sup-
posed to represent a basic example of cross-modal processing. That
featural, along with temporal and spatial, information is a key deter-
minant of the DFI suggests this conception to be untrue. Rather, the
DFI appears to be subject to the complex interactions between spa-
tial, temporal and featural properties of sensory signals, along with
top-down processes such as attention47, common to other multisen-
sory interactions.

Methods
Experiment 1. Participants included one of the authors (WR) and five participants
who were naı̈ve as to the experimental purpose. All reported normal or corrected to
normal vision and hearing. Naı̈ve participants received ¥1000 per hour for their
participation. Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the ethical committee
at Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT Communication Science
Laboratories Ethical Committee). The experiments were conducted according to the
principles laid down in the Helsinki Declaration. Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants except the authors.

Visual stimuli were generated using a VSG 2/3 from Cambridge Research Systems
(CRS) and displayed on a 210 Sony Trinitron GDM-F520 monitor (resolution of 800
3 600 pixels and refresh rate of 100 Hz). Participants viewed visual stimuli from a
distance of ,105 cm. Audio signals were presented via a loudspeaker at a distance of
,60 cm, while tactile signals were presented via a vibration generator (EMIC Corp.)
placed at a distance of ,50 cm from the participant. Participants placed their right
arm on a cushioned arm-rest and rested their finger on the vibration generator. Audio
and tactile stimulus presentations were controlled by a TDT RM1 Mobile Processor
(Tucker-Davis Technologies). Auditory presentation timing was driven via a digital
line from a VSG Break-out box (CRS), connected to the VSG, which triggered the
RM1. Participants responded using a CRS CT3 response box.

Stimulus and procedures. The visual stimulus consisted of a white (CIE 1931 x 5

0.297, y 5 0.321, 123 cd/m2) disc (0.4 degrees of visual angle in diameter) centered
4.75 dva below a white central fixation point (0.25 dva in width and height) against a
black (,0 cd/m2) background (see Figure 1, for depiction). Visual stimulus
presentations were 10 ms in duration. Broadband auditory noise was presented
continuously throughout the experiment at ,65 db SPL to mask any audible noise
produced by the tactile stimulator. Auditory signals consisted of a 10 ms pulse,
including 1 ms cosine onset and offset ramps of a transient amplitude increase in the
broadband noise (,70 db SPL). Tactile signals consisted of a 10 ms, pulse containing
1 ms cosine onset and offset ramps, of the vibration generator driven at 100 kHz.

Each trial was preceded by a pseudo-random period of up to 600 ms where only the
fixation cross-hair was presented. Regarding the visual stimulus, there were two types
of presentations, one flash, or two flashes. When two flashes appeared, their onsets
were separated by 100 ms. The visual flashes could be accompanied by either one or
two cross-modal (audio or tactile) events. When there was only a single visual and
single cross-modal event, on 50% of trials they occurred synchronously, while on 25%
of trials the cross-modal event occurred prior to the visual event by 100 ms and on the
final 25% of trials the cross-modal event occurred following the visual event by
100 ms. When there were two visual events and a single cross-modal event, the cross-
modal event occurred synchronously with the first presented visual event on 50% of
trials and synchronously with the second presented visual event on the other 50% of
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trials. Similarly, when there were two cross-modal events and a single visual event, the
single visual event occurred synchronously with the first presented cross-modal event
on 50% of trials and with the second cross-modal event on the other 50% of trials.
When there were two of each visual and cross-modal events, they always appeared as
two synchronous cross-modal/visual pairs separated by 100 ms.

When only one cross-modal event was presented, on 50% of these trials the event
was tactile and on 50% it was auditory noise. In presentations where two cross-modal
events were presented, there were two conditions: Same or Different. In the Same
condition, on 50% of trials both events were tactile and on 50% both were auditory
noise. In the Different condition, on 50% of trials auditory noise was presented first
and tactile second, while the other 50% were the reverse order. Each block of trials
consisted of 256 individual trials, 64 of which contained 1 visual and 1 cross-modal
event, 64 which contained 1 visual and 2 cross-modal events (32 of Same and 32 of
Different conditions), 64 which contained 2 visual and 1 cross-modal events, and 64
which contained 2 visual and 2 cross-modal events (32 of Same and 32 of Different
conditions). The order of completion of the trials was pseudo-random. Participants
completed two blocks of trials.

Experiment 2. The methods of Experiment 2 were identical to Experiment 1 with the
following exceptions. Only auditory signals were used. All signals consisted of a 10 ms
pulse, containing 1 ms cosine onset and offset ramps. In the pure-tone/auditory noise
experiment the signals were either a transient amplitude increase in the auditory noise
(as in Experiment 1) or a 1500 Hz sine-wave carrier pure-tone. In the 300 Hz/
3500 Hz experiment, the signals were either a 300 Hz or 3500 Hz sine-wave carrier
pure-tone. Different stimulus combinations were used in different blocks of trials.
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